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About This Software

3DCoat is the one application that has all the tools you need to take your 3D idea from a block of digital clay all the way to a
production ready, fully textured organic or hard surface model.
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Easy Texturing & PBR

Microvertex, Per-pixel or Ptex painting approaches

Realtime Physically Based Rendering viewport with HDRL

Smart Materials with easy set-up options

Multiple paint Layers. Popular blending modes. Layer groups

Tight interaction with Photoshop

Texture size up to 16k

Fast Ambient Occlusion and Curvature map calculation

Rich toolset for all kind of painting tasks, and more...

Digital Sculpting

No topological constraints. Sculpt as you would with Clay

Complex boolean operations. Fast kit bashing workflow

Adaptive dynamic tesselation (Live Clay)

Dozens of fast and fluid sculpting brushes

Boolean operations with crisp edges

3D Printing Export Wizard.

Ultimate Retopo Tools

Auto-retopology (AUTOPO) with user-defined edge loops

Fast and easy-to-use manual Retopo tools

Possibility to import reference mesh for retopologization

Retopo groups with color palette for better management

Advanced baking settings dialog

Fast & Friendly UV Mapping

Professional toolset for creating and editing UV-sets

Native Global Uniform (GU) unwrapping algorithm

Multiple UV-sets support and management

Support ABF, LSCM, and Planar unwrapping algorithms
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Individual islands tweaking

Lastly, it is fast, easy, and fun to use.

3DCoat Amateur version vs. the Professional version

3DCOAT AMATEUR

No commercial usage, but you may earn money from TF2 and DOTA 2 items.

Textures size to export is limited to 2048x2048

Limited to 7 layers

3DCOAT PROFESSIONAL

The ultimate set of 3DCoat tools and features.

Rights to use 3D-Coat commercially.
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Rpg Maker 2003 seems great. However I had issues.

Pros:
Easy to learn
Creating events is simple
Editing most things require next to no experience
Large maps
Lots of tiles

Cons:
Tilesets are small
Video shows game character hub as compatible and it's not
Had compiling issues and it won't play on any of that doesn't already have rpg Maker 2003
Support took more then two month to respond and still hasn't found a solution

For the bad support alone I wouldn't recommend this.. I love this DLC. The sounds and feel of the train brings back memories.
Some nice scenarios too. Sometimes though I find that I apply the brakes and the train creeps to a slow halt even if the train is
going up hill. Sometimes the train slows quite fast. It's made me miss stations and reds a few times.. The game is so ♥♥♥♥ing
hard! The game resets to Stage 1 whenever you die. So far I reached, NO CHECKPOINTS. What makes things worse, the
control feels as if you were playing the game with a robot arm controling a controler.. Ehh. It's an interesting concept, but not
terribly well executed. There's only the one ship, and as far as I can tell only the one strategy of missile spamming for dealing
with fighter swarms. The 6 missions are done in under an hour. Voice Acting is annoying (just random phrases from a small
pool). Biggest problem in the end game is that you have black cross hairs against a dark background.. Super Fun Totally
recommend this.. Intresting story line and an a decent fps. Definatly worth a try if this is your genre.. This is a truly beautiful
game. At first, I was angered by how long I was sitting on the loading screen for, but then I realized that there is actually no
game, just a loading screen. Which makes sense, considering the game's size.

Amazing loading screen, 10\/10
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I saw this game at the EB Expo AIE booth and was hooked. Simple yet polished game that keeps you coming back for more and
with the different maps and game modes it's just enough to where it doesn't get old.. Great bosses ESPECIALLY HILLARY
CLINTON!!!!! Add more dlc or bosses and attacks. The game was overall
GOOD,GREAT,AWSOME,OUTSTANDING,AMAZING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 Hard to beat hillary without 60hp

too short of a game

Beat the game in hard mode triggered!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! WHY!!?!??!?!. Great game with a simple concept, I played this years
ago and just loved the gameplay then, and I still love the gameplay now. It's easy to just pass the time or to tell yourself that
you'll stop when you finish a level, nope, it's a game that'll keep you on your feet. i rather SUPER PUNCH a BEARD BROS
then play this GARBAGE!!!. 8/10

I loved Dark Quest 2. I'm always interested in co-op turn based strategy, so I've had my eye on this one since Early Access.
However, I waited on the full release before taking the plunge. For the co-op experience, both you and your partner control one
character. I focused on the Dark Monk, the Holy Knight, and the Archer, and my co-op partner focused on the Dwarf,
Barbarian, and Wizard. You have a town that serves as your "home base." While here, you can buy potions and items, spend
blue vases (skill points) to acquire or upgrade skills, heal or resurrect your characters, sell treasures, or even visit the brothel for
a temporary stat boost. When ready to depart, you'll be taken to an overworld map that looks something like the overworld in
Super Mario Bros. 3. From here, it's clear where you need to get to, but there are multiple routes to do so.

Often, while playing, we'd run into a level that seemed insurmountable. However, we typically just chose a different direction to
pursue on the overworld map, and we were then able to make progress. Later, we would often acquire new skills or think of a
different way to use skills that we already had, and conquer the previous levels that had defeated us. We were eventually able to
complete every level (on the normal difficulty, at least). Our favorite combination of characters was the Wizard and the Holy
Knight. Here's a sample highlight: we ran into a difficult room with a good number of hard-hitting enemies, each with 3-4 health
a piece. However, I saw that there was a 1-square wide bottleneck that the enemies would be forced to use in order to approach.
I (the Holy Knight) activated my damage-absorbtion shield and stood right at the exit of the bottleneck. Although I took a hit or
two, the enemies then lined up as expected in the bottleneck on their respective turns. The Wizard, anticipating this
development, then cast a Tornado spell that travels in a straight line as far as possible, dealing 4 damage to every enemy it
touches. Just like that, five goblins were defeated!

You'll often run into situations where creative thinking can get you out of a jam. Other spells that have great utility are the
Wizard's "Fire Wall" spell and the Holy Knight's "Bless" ability. However, don't underestimate the power of the Dark Monk,
who can simultaneously kill an enemy and steal its health with one of his spells.

Although I had a ton of fun with Dark Quest 2, there was no shortage of bugs to be found, and these hampered the experience a
bit. First of all, the magic shields that you acquire for your characters seem to block the magical attacks of very few enemies.
Especially towards the end of the game, I was repeatedly getting struck by lightning (if this isn't a magical attack, what is?) that
penetrated my magical shields. This was especially irritating as the Holy Knight, who has a passive ability that can steal magical
shields from enemies that are successfully damaged. In addition, the ability of the Wizard to turn an enemy to ice is also
supposed to cause adjacent enemies to lose their turns - in practice, we did not witness this, with enemies around the frozen
enemy still taking their turn as normal. My co-op partner also glitched into a set of stairs in one of the later levels, forcing a
restart. Additionally, we often had to restart the game when my co-op partner was unable to see that I had launched a level and
was waiting for him to join.

I also felt that the "fate" mechanic is not explained well (or at all). For new players, each instance of "fate" allows you to stay
alive after taking lethal damage. Another oddity is the way that the player must move to pick up gold. After clearing a room of
enemies, you can pick up all of the gold in the room in one turn, provided you only move to empty spaces surrounding the gold,
rather than clicking on the gold itself. If you click on the gold, you'll move to that pile, pick up the gold, and your turn will end.
In addition, as other reviewers have said, it can be difficult to target a space behind one of your other characters. However, I
found that I could typically move here if I took a little bit of extra time to ensure that my mouse cursor was positioned in the
small window that allowed me to do so. It could be that this issue is less important when playing with fewer characters in each
map (as in co-op).
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However, if you like co-op turn-based strategy and don't mind putting in a bit of extra thought in terms of approaching some of
the situations on offer, I feel confident in saying you'll dig Dark Quest 2. Hopefully, the developer will patch the game to
include some additional clarification for certain mechanics, to ensure that spells work as intended, and to improve general
stability for online play.. It really just wasn't worth the wait for me. The puzzles offered only a couple minor challenges
requiring serious effort or forethought and were only really a present for the first half of the game. After that it became a very
binary visual novel experience with either 'the right answer' or 'the wrong answer that leads to a bad end'. The final chapter of
the game is basically just literally ripped from the anime.

At 50 bucks it most definitely just was not worth it as a video game in my eyes. Save yourself the money AND the trouble and
just buy the anime and watch that instead. I generally hate writing reviews but this game was such a disappointment I had to say
something. With a story mode that I felt like I was slogging through, puzzles that were at best mediocre, and the fact that these
puzzles stop half-way through the game, this game is the first I HONESTLY wish I could get my money back instead of
accepting that I simply bought a bad game.. So I bought this game to mock with friends, I'd read the reviews, I'd seen how bad it
seemed to be, but I was unprepared for the true depths of how shoddy this is. As soon as you boot it up, it blasts obnoxious, low
quality techno music at you, while you're faced with low quality Deviantart OCs. I probably should have heeded this warning,
uninstalled it and gotten a refund, but I sadly only reached that point 72 minutes later. The art is not only bad, it's inconsistent,
with characters constantly being off model, to the point where parts of their clothes would change color in between sentences in
ways that can't be explained by shading, the characters are mostly unlikable, and the Abaddon Conglomerate has the most
supervillain-esque name of any fictional company I've seen. I felt ashamed owning this game, and I added♥♥♥♥♥♥like
Imouto Paradise to my Steam. Don't buy this game, and if you bought it, aim for a refund. If you can't get a refund, get it
removed from your account. Gender Bender DNA Twister Extreme is an abomination of game design, and you should stay as
far away as possible.. Its a very good game, it still needs some newer stuff, like AI thinking tactics, and also some kind of map
which you can try to plan out your attack, and also how many units you can have to base the plans and tactics, even some
intelligence units, which scout out behind enemy lines, or even infront. The ideas of the game is basic, and some more thinking,
to tweak the designs of battle, even some graphical footage of the battles in-map...so you can either study the map and go back
to plan more. This DLC works good...more units, more intelligence units, to be better. And also Snipers, and general officers, to
help the units, if a general is not picked for the units, in the game.

Its basically all about money and profit, and not getting the right areas in the game right, even if we can change the history
books within the game.
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